
The Bus & Body Exercises  

The Bus/Body exercises are designed to provide church leaders/members with an 

understanding of the correlation between what they have to offer those outside 

of the church and how life is going inside the church. The exercises have been 

created for dialogue in understanding ‘reality’ in terms of where your church is at 

in its health and missional journey. 

 

The Bus Exercise 

 

 

Exercise… 

Imagine your church is a ‘bus’ and it pulled up beside 20 people in your town or city looking for a 

‘meaningful journey in life.’  What would the ‘Message Banner’ read on the front of your bus that 

expresses the journey your church is prepared to offer. 

Teaching Tip  

Have individuals work on this exercise alone, and then invite them to share their ‘banner                            

message’  with each other, giving a reason why they believe this is the message                                             

they believe that reflects the ‘curb appeal’ of the church. Record responses on                                                             

a white  board or flip chart so that trends in answers can be identified. 

 



 

The Body Exercise 

 

Exercise… 

Imagine your church is a ‘body’ and in your annual medical check up your doctor listens to your heart 

and then shares what he ‘hears’ when he listens to what is going on inside your body. What would you 

suggest the doctor hears when he listens to the ‘heart’ of your church.  

Teaching Tip  

Have individuals work on this exercise alone, and then invite them to share their                                       

‘diagnostic report’  with each other, giving a reason why they believe this is the condition                                          

of their church body that seems evident to them.  Record responses on a white                                                     

board or flip chart so that trends in answers can be identified. 

 

 

When the two exercises have been completed, compare the ‘feeling’ created                                                               

by the responses on both lists. Then consider:   

1. Is the health of the body realistically reflected in the message on the bus?  If not, why not? 

2. Does the bus message truly reflect the vision of the church at this time? 

3. If the body is functioning with a ‘weak’ heart – what are the next steps to be considered in 

restoring a healthy pulse throughout your church body.  

 


